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Welcome to the spring installment of the FeganScott firm update.

This spring, while busy with new cases and landmark proposed settlementslandmark proposed settlements, we’ve

also taken time to celebrate the achievements of female lawyers in honor of

Women’s History Month. The majority of our firm is made up of successful and

talented women who’ve made a difference in the lives of our clients and in promoting

positive change felt on a global scale. We’re honored to amplify their work and invite

you to learn more about the history of women legal pioneers herehere.

 

Below, you can read more about important case updates and ways to connect with

our firm for more information.

Latest News for YouLatest News for You

$92 Million Proposed Settlement in$92 Million Proposed Settlement in

TikTok Case, Among Largest EverTikTok Case, Among Largest Ever

for BIPA Violationsfor BIPA Violations

In March, FeganScott moved for

preliminary approval of a $92 million

proposed class action settlement on

behalf of users of the TikTok app.

One of the most popular apps of all time, TikTok is known for its 60-second, video-

sharing social network. While TikTok has denied any privacy violations, our class
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action lawsuit contended that the app collects and discloses personal data in

violation of the Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIPA), the federal Video

Privacy Protection Act and other consumer and privacy protection laws.

Every TikTok user nationwide is entitled to make a claim once the settlement is

approved. Because Illinois is currently the only state in the country with a statute that

allows consumers to seek monetary damages if their biometric information is

wrongfully taken, the settlement proposes that each Illinois class member will

receive an additional five shares of the $92 million settlement fund.

Watch our websitewebsite and Facebook pageFacebook page, which will direct you to the settlement

website once the settlement is approved.

Read more here.here.

$2 Billion Roundup Proposed$2 Billion Roundup Proposed

SettlementSettlement

FeganScott’s advocacy for

agricultural workers, landscapers and

consumers exposed to Roundup

contributed to a nearly $2 billion

settlement submitted to the federal court in California for preliminary approval in

February 2021.

Importantly, the settlement will provide people who have been exposed to Roundup

the opportunity to access healthcare providers to be screened for non-Hodgkin’s

Lymphoma (NHL) at no cost. For those diagnosed with NHL, the settlement also

provides class members with a claims system in which they can receive up to

$200,000 in compensation and free legal help to submit their claims.

  

Read more about the significance of this proposed settlement here.here.
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Attorney Melissa Ryan Clark Breaks Down eDiscovery inAttorney Melissa Ryan Clark Breaks Down eDiscovery in

Asymmetrical LitigationAsymmetrical Litigation

Discovery is one important way that FeganScott attorneys bring the truth to

light in our cases. Discovery involves depositions and the exchange of

documents and information, and it’s how we get the evidence we need to tell

our clients’ stories and prove or defend their cases.

At FeganScott, we often represent individuals and small businesses in cases

against mega-corporations with thousands of employees – often called

“asymmetrical litigation.” This type of case requires special care and strategy to

make sure we can hold large companies accountable without subjecting our

clients to rules that are unfair or overly burdensome. FeganScott has unique

experience that helps us give even our “smallest” clients a big voice.

Attorney and eDiscovery leader Melissa Ryan Clark shares her thoughts on

the nuances of electronic discovery in asymmetrical litigation in the latest issue

of The Legal Intelligencer. In this piece, Melissa gives a close look at how to

conduct discovery in a way that evens the playing field for parties on different

footing.

In addition to sharing how to navigate the discovery framework and set up an

ESI protocol, Melissa also breaks down tech specs and staying ahead of the

curve in a world where data collection is constantly changing.

Read the full
article

Related Cases You Might Be Interested InRelated Cases You Might Be Interested In

Zantac Class ActionZantac Class Action Hyundai Class ActionHyundai Class Action Zynga Class ActionZynga Class Action
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